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I hear the sound of 

reindeers just up the 

street. Ho Ho Ho! 

 

 I hope that you are all well. That time of the year again. I know that it is "old hat" 

to say how quickly time goes by, but time really does seem to be speeding up or is 

it old age catching up. Seems like just the other day that I announced in the 2016 

Christmas issue that there were 488 days to go to Nationals and here I am      

reminding you all that as of the 1st Dec there are148 days to go. Yes we are in 

the home straight to Maselspoort and believe me the hosting committee in      

Pretoria are busy bees preparing and co-ordinating. To those of you who have not 
yet committed to attending please reconsider and join the festivities of our      

National gathering. Pretoria has done us proud in the past and I will put money on 

it that they will be lifting the bar even higher in 2018. We wish them strength,   

energy and a full dose of enthusiasm. 

During this time of the year the centres around the country have their AGM's and 

elect new office bearers. Congratulations to those of you who have agreed to step 

up and help take our club to new levels. We, fortunately, do have many dedicated 

and hard working club members in all the centres that do such justice to the 

TSCC of South Africa. I salute you all. We also need to thank all those members 

who put so much time and effort into the club during  the past year. On this note I 

must also bring to your attention that we will be having our Bi annual General 

Meeting at the National gathering in Maselspoort at which time we will be elect-

ing new office bearers for the next two year term. Any nominations must please 

be sent to me, or our secretary, Rene de Villiers, together with the acceptance of 

the member being nominated. 

Christmas is a time for getting together and sharing time with family and loved 

ones. This inevitably means travelling. Have a great one and please drive with 

care and get home safely. Sue and I wish you all a restful and blessed Christmas 

and a 2018 that will be your best yet. 

 

God Bless  

Your Chairman 

Geoff 
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December  Christmas Greetings to All of You…………… 

So let’s get down to business before the Christmas Holiday’s: 

Firstly—Registrations for the Nationals 2018, close on the 31st January 

2018, so be sure you are booked and paid up by then. Secondly—  the 

following pages contain the formal information with regard to the BGM 

which will be held at the National Gathering in April 2018, so be sure 

you read the information carefully, and act on the information accordingly.   

Thereafter your relaxing Christmas reading. I think 2017 has been quite a tough year for 

most, with having  to mourn the loss of some long standing Triumph Club members, as 

well as caring for some of our loved ones who at one time or another this year have had 

some major operations in various hospitals.  

Here’s a little food for thought from yours truly……….”Life is like a jigsaw puzzle—you have 

to put it together one piece at a time. It takes effort and patience. All the pieces are there, 

you just have to fit them together. Each piece has it’s own unique place….and    together  

all of the pieces make up the big picture. Sometimes pieces go missing and sometimes 

pieces are not what they appear to be……..they almost fit somewhere else…...only for you 

to discover that they fit into a completely different place than you   imagined, but they are 

still part of the big picture. 

Some pieces, you like, and they fit easily into place, yet other pieces are plain with no     

distinguishing characteristics, and pretty much the whole jigsaw puzzle is finished before 

these unremarkable pieces find their place. 

You usually start the puzzle with the straight edges first, and I guess that’s how we learn 

the boundaries…...and we spend the rest the time completing the picture. Each and every 

person has their own jig-saw puzzle and their allocated timeslot to  complete it. Some jig-

saw puzzles have 500 pieces, some have 5000, some are more  difficult than others and 

some are the most beautiful pictures you have ever seen, some are extremely detailed 

and some are very colourful. Absolutely any picture of anything in the world can make a jig

-saw puzzle, some are straightforward, some in reverse, some square, some round.  

So is your life…..not always straight forward, but always part of your big picture and your 

jigsaw puzzle of life may also be part of someone else’s puzzle. 

So do your jig-saw puzzle of life diligently and treat each individual piece with care and 

consideration and put it in it’s rightful place in the puzzle. And remember you always have 

help. Every jig-saw puzzle comes with a picture on the box, so you can see how your puzzle 

fits together…...so refer to your picture and see how your life is put together piece by 

piece. The picture on the box is your bible, you are the jig-saw. Read your picture, you will 

be amazed how big your life really is. Happy Christmas and a wonderful New Year….Helen  
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TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA                                                                                                          

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN OF THE 21st  BIENNIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CLUB TO BE 

HELD AT MASELSPOORT HOLIDAY RESORT ON SATURDAY 28TH  APRIL 2018 AT 15:00 

AGENDA 

1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES/ATTENDANCE REGISTER/OBITUARIES 

2. MINUTES OF THE 20th  BIENNIAL GENERAL MEETING HELD IN THE AUDITORIUM, 

ATKV RESORT, HARTENBOS, MOSSEL BAY ON 4th MAY 2016.   (Published in Sabrina, 

June 2016) 

3. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES. 

4. CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

5. REGISTRAR’S REPORT: published in the December 2017 issue of Sabrina 

6. TREASURER’S REPORT: to be published in the March 2018 issue of Sabrina  

7. EDITOR OF SABRINA: REPORT 

8. SPARES FUND :   

(i) Spares Fund Report, and  

(ii) Spares Fund Financial Statements: both published in the December 2017 

issue of Sabrina. 

(iii) Proposed amendments to the Spares Fund Constitution: published in the 

December 2017 issue of Sabrina 

9. GRAHAM CHEETHAM FUND 

10. SAMCA REPORT 

11. GENERAL   

(i) Club Insurance Scheme 

(ii) National Gathering 2020 

(iii) Website 

(iv) Any other matters 

12. ELECTION OF NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

 National Chairman; National Registrar; Sabrina Editor; 

 National Treasurer;  SAMCA Representative; Spares Fund Administrator. 

 NOTE:  The National President’s term ends in 2020. 

 

13. CLOSURE 

Notes: 

1. Club members who cannot attend the meeting may appoint a proxy in writing.    

Proxies should be handed to the Chairman before the meeting. 

2. Nominations for the National Committee may be lodged with the Chairman.  
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TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA                                                                                                           

SPARES FUND REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH SEPTEMBER 2017. 

Despite the fact that we only had ten imports this year, the total amount invoiced in Rand 

terms, at some R485 000,00 was the highest we have recorded in any one year so far, as was 

the number of invoices issued namely 134, or an average of just over 13 per month.  One in-

voice was for just over R42 000,00 and three between R30k and R40k.   Three or four major 

rebuilds are under way, which is a clear indication that Club members are fully aware of the 

value of their classic cars.  Then again, not everyone is buying lots of parts :  the smallest sin-

gle invoice was for a modest R50,00.  It is interesting to note that, as in previous years,  a third 

of the imports  originated with Club members from regional centres outside Johannesburg 

and Pretoria. Their parcels of parts were sent to them via the post office, or PostNet or  by 

courier, as per their preference.  A copy of the financial statements for the year to 30 Septem-

ber 2017 accompany this report. 

Of the surplus recorded for the year about R5 700,00 was generated from the importing of 

spares, representing a “profit” of only about 1,17% as based on turnover.  The rest came from 

interest on the amount invested on a notice deposit, and from the sale of windscreens.  Last 

named was really only a matter of timing : we bought ten  windscreens during 2016 when a 

deficit was recorded, and sold some of them during the 2017 year.  

It happens now and then that Moss Europe, our supplier in London sends us an incorrect 

item. They then always send us a replacement item free of charge the very next month.  As a 

result, over the past ten years or so we have accumulated some twenty five items which, in 

effect, we have not paid for.  It was decided to sell these bits and pieces at about one-third to 

one quarter of their normal retail prices, and to donate the entire proceeds to charity. A list of 

items on our “charity sale” was duly published, but to my surprise the response has been very 

muted.  At some point I will advertise the remainder as a job-lot, and if there are no takers,  I 

will just buy everything for my own private stock.  Watch this space. 

The Spares Fund’s Constitution was last reviewed in 2008, and has been found to be inflexible 

in some respects in practice. I have, accordingly, proposed a number of amendments which 

will be included in the agenda for the biennial general meeting at the time of our National 

Gathering  at Maselspoort in April 2018. 

 René de Villiers                                                                                                                                                              

Spares  Administrator                                                                                                                                                                       

November  2017.  
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TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA, SPARES ACCOUNT                                                                           

YEAR ENDED 30 SEPTEMBER 2017 (Unaudited) 

INCOME STATEMENT 

INCOME                                                            30 Sept 2016                       30 Sept 2017 

Invoices issued to Members                            168 852,20                            491 155,97 

Interest received                                                     3 695,61                               5 142,76 

Total                                                                      172 547,81                           496 298,73 

EXPENDITURE 

Moss-Europe: parts and shipping                    118 167,17                           368 294,22 

Windscreens bought locally                                16 000,00                              Nil 

UPS: duties, VAT, delivery costs                          34 522,19                          100 957,46 

Bank costs                                                                 1 484,31                               1 224,00  

Telkom: ADSL rental, calls                                     3 000,00                                4 080,00 

Computer, stationery, printer ,postage              2 539,19                                9 265,43 

Total                                                                      175 712,86                           483 821.11 

SURPLUS (DEFICIT)                                                (3 165,05)                             12 477,62     

 

ACCUMULATED FUNDS STATEMENT     

Balance at beginning of the year                       103 039,97                            99 874,92 

Plus surplus/less deficit                                         (3 165,05)                            12 477,62 

Balance at end of the year                                    99 874,92                          112 352,54 

Represented by: 

Cash at bank                                                            33 489,63                             31 431,58 

Plus 30 day deposit                                                 70 376,00                            70 376,00 

Plus debtors                                                                1 932,37                            22 450,54 

Less creditors                                                              5 923,08                            12 005,58 

Total                                                                           99 874,92                          112 252,54  
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TRIUMPH  CLUB:  CONSTITUTION OF THE SPARES FUND                                                                     

Amendments to the constitution proposed at the 2018 BGM held at Maselspoort                                                                

MOTIVATION.                                                                                                                                                                  

SUBJECT: SPARES FUND CONSTITUTION 

A copy of the proposed constitution is attached hereto, with the proposed new wording 

highlighted in red, and deleted words shown as struck through. (deleted words) 

Proposal # 1: Bank account 

It is proposed that bank account signatories be appointed by the National Committee. 

Motivation: The present Constitution is silent on who should appoint signatories to the bank 

account of the Spares Fund, the implication being that it is left to the Club members in general 

meeting at the BGM to make such appointments. In practice this has been found to be im-

practical and greater flexibility is required so that bank account signatories can be changed 

between BGM’s, should the need arise.  It should also be noted that in the records of 

Nedbank Ltd, the bank account is styled:   “ The Triumph Sports Car Club of South Africa 

Spares Account” and not “……Spares Fund”, as it is known in Club circles.  When it comes to 

completing FICA      documentation this shows up as a discrepancy, and the wording in the 

Constitution needs to be amended to cater for this. 

Proposal # 2: Amendments to the constitution 

It is proposed that the making of amendments to the Constitution be delegated to the       

National Committee 

Motivation: As with changes in bank signatories, greater flexibility is needed in the operation 

of the Spares Fund. It is impractical to have to wait until the next BGM to effect a change in 

the Constitution, a period which, typically, can be longer than a year. The National Committee 

is made up of all the Chairmen of the Regional Centres plus the elected members namely the 

Club Chairman, the Club Registrar, the SAMCA Representative, the Editor of Sabrina our     

national magazine, the Treasurer and the Spares Administrator, and it can thus be said to be 

not only representative of the wider membership of the Club, but also in touch with all      

happenings in the Club. Delegating the making of changes to the Spares Fund Constitution to 

the National Committee achieves both flexibility and the representative view of the Club as a 

whole.  

Proposal # 3: Working capital surplus:   quantum 

It is proposed that a surplus be maintained that is sufficient to fund two large imports. 

Motivation: The Club pays up-front for the parts it imports on behalf of members and collects 

from  members after the parts have arrived.   9 



 

In the case of an order of more than R2 000,00 a  pre-payment of about half of the total is 

requested, and in modern banking practice it takes a few days before those funds are        

available. As a bare minimum it is, therefore, necessary to have enough accumulated funds 

available to pay for one large import.  Although it has not happened as yet, it is possible that 

an entire import may be put in quarantine until such time as some import query is resolved, 

by which time the next Club order may be imminent.  It is, therefore prudent to hold in re-

serve enough funds to finance a second import. The present constitution states that enough 

funds for one import be kept in reserve plus the amount of R25 000,00 which was raised by 

the sale and raffle of parts on hand some ten years ago. There is no precise definition of what 

can be described as a “large import”.  Until about two years ago monthly imports were about 

R15 000,00 per month, plus import duties (20%) plus VAT.  Lately, imports of R30 000,00 have 

become the norm.  Thus, to be prudent, a ready reserve of ,say, R60 000,00 should be kept on 

hand. Clearly, as time goes by and inflation takes its toll, this amount will need to be re-

viewed.  The proposed wording of the clause is deliberately kept imprecise so as to allow the 

administrators of the fund room to manoeuvre. 

Proposal # 4: Working capital surplus:  excess over amount required 

It is proposed that if and when the accumulated surplus in the Spares Fund is consistently 

more than what is required to fund two large imports that the excess be distributed to       

participating Club members. 

Motivation: The Spares Fund is run as a service to Club members with the stated objective of 

not making a profit, but to cover direct expenses only.  The accumulated surplus at present, 

after being in existence since 1977, that being forty years, is approximately R100 000,00.  It is, 

in fact, not difficult at all to grow the surplus, and quite quickly at that.  Firstly, of course, 

there is the R25 000,00 which was collected when it was decided to sell off all stock on hand 

about ten years ago and to raffle those bits which no one wanted to buy. In addition small 

rounding-ups of calculated prices on each imported item every month rapidly add up         

considering that we import some 50 to 100 (or more)  items each month.  

The present constitution states that the accumulated surplus belongs to the Club as a whole, 

but it is patently unfair that Club members who have never participated in the importing of 

parts through the Club should share in the accumulated surplus.  For this reason it is proposed 

that the surplus should belong to participating Club members, as defined below.  However, it 

is clearly impossible to make a pay-out to each and every Club member who has imported 

parts through the Club over the past forty years, because those records are no longer availa-

ble.     A record of all imports over the past ten years is available, which covers some 1500 

individual invoices, but the sheer volume of information makes it an impossible task to make 

refunds to everyone in question.  In addition,  a scrutiny of those names indicate that most of 

those persons have either moved on or have passed on, and thus can no longer be reached.   



 

As a workable compromise it is proposed that a participating member be defined as a Club 

member in good standing who has imported parts over the preceding twenty four 

months.  The amount paid out to each such person would be proportional to his/her          

individual participation to the total turnover of the Spares Fund over those twenty four 

months. 

The total amount (if any) refunded  would depend on the working capital surplus which is 

required to fund the importation of spares on an on-going basis.  This amount fluctuates over 

time.  In recent months there have been a number of large imports, but a year or so ago 

monthly imports were somewhat lower as explained above.  As things stand at the time of 

writing  (October 2017) consideration could be given to refund, say, R40 000,00 of the        

accumulated surplus to participating Club members. The administrators of the Spares Fund 

would, however, have to make a suitable recommendations to the National Committee from 

time to time. 

Proposal # 5:  Termination of the Spares Fund 

It is proposed that the National Committee be empowered to terminate the Spares Fund, and 

that in such an event the accumulated surplus be distributed to participating members as 

defined above. 

Motivation: The present Spares Fund Constitution states that the Fund may be terminated by 

Club members in general meeting. The only time Club members meet in general meeting is at 

the time of BGM’s. In practice that means that should the Spares Fund’s  termination/

dissolution become necessary it may, typically, have to stand over for a year or more.            

By delegating this decision to the National Committee, a far greater level of flexibility will be 

achieved. 

The present constitution also states that should the Spares Fund be terminated, its net assets 

will be transferred to a similar fund or be distributed Club members. 

As mentioned in proposal # 4, above, it is patently unfair that the accumulated surplus in the 

Spares Fund should be given to Club members who have not participated in the importing of 

parts, and for that reason it is proposed that the distribution of net assets be made to        

participating members, as defined in proposal number four, and on the same 24-month     

principle as defined in said paragraph.  

Name of proposer:  René de Villiers, Johannesburg Centre  Cel No: 083 317 4339  
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THE TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA, SPARES FUND 

CONSTITUTION ADOPTED BY MEMBERS AT THE NATIONAL GATHERING OF THE CLUB, 

MASELSPOORT, BLOEMFONTEIN ON 30 APRIL 2008, and AMENDED AT THE NATIONAL 

GATHERING HELD AT PORT EDWARD, APRIL/MAY 2014 

THE TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA (the Club), CONSTITUTION OF 

THE SPARES FUND,  (for banking purposes also known as the  SPARES ACCOUNT) 

ADOPTED BY MEMBERS  AT THE NATIONAL GATHERING OF THE CLUB, HELD AT        

MASELSPOORT, BLOEMFONTEIN ,  28th APRIL 2018  

DRAFT 

WHEREAS new spare parts for Triumph cars cannot be sourced in South Africa, and 

WHEREAS suitable spares  parts can be sourced from overseas countries , specifically, but not 

exclusively, from the United Kingdom and the United States of America, and 

WHEREAS members of the Triumph Sports Car Club of South Africa require spares parts so 

as to enable them to rebuild and repair their cars, so that these cars can be used and enjoyed in 

a roadworthy condition, and 

WHEREAS, as a result of buying and selling spares to Club members over the past thirty years 

a reserve fund of some R25 000,00 had accumulated, 

WHEREAS a Spares Fund (the “fund”) was established in 1977 so as to provide working capital for the 

importation and sourcing of spare parts, and 

WHEREAS the constitution of the Spares Fund, (for banking purposes also known as the Spares Account) 

had been revised, inter alia, at the Club’s National Gatherings held in Bloemfontein on 30th April 2008 and 

in Port Edward on 29th April 2014, 

THEREFORE,  the members of the Club AGREED as follows: 

THAT the activities of the Spares Fund be re-constituted, 

THAT spare parts be sourced from whatever source may be available, specifically, but not                        

restricted to importation from the United Kingdom and the United States of America, 

THAT spare parts so sourced be sold to Club members at a mark-up of nearly zero percent, such mark-up to 

be just sufficient to cover banking and other administration costs, and to maintain a working capital surplus;  

and that the Spares Fund therefore not be administered for profit. 

THAT a reserve fund of approximately R25 000,00,  plus working capital approximately equal 

to a large import be maintained so as to fund purchases. 

THAT a surplus of approximately the working capital required to fund two large imports be maintained so 

as to finance the purchase of spare parts 

THAT should the surplus exceed the working capital required the National Committee may distribute a 

portion thereof to participating members in good standing in proportion to their individual financial participa-

tion in the total turnover of the Spares Fund over the preceding twenty four months. 
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THAT a bank account be maintained in the name of the Spares Fund (aka as the Spares Account) 

THAT bank account signatories of the Spares Account be appointed by the National Committee. 

THAT the Spares Administrator report to the Club at National level, 

THAT any surplus which may come about belong to the Club as a whole and not be made available to fund 

any of the activities of any of the Centres of the Club which may be established, nor of the Club at national 

level. 

THAT this constitution may be amended by the members in general meeting 

THAT this constitution may be amended by the National Committee of the Club 

THAT the Spares Fund can may be terminated by the National Committee members in general meeting in 

which event the net assets of the fund will be transferred to a similar fund, or be distributed to participating 

members in good standing in proportion to their individual financial participation in the total turnover of the 

Spares Fund over the preceding twenty four months. 

THAT neither the participating members, nor the administrators of the Spares Fund nor the subscribers to 

this constitution incur any personal liability in the administration of the fund. 

 

Signed:  G Vorster                                                        R de Villiers 

              National Chairman                                          Spares Administrator 

              Date                                                                 Date 

 

Triumph Club, Constitution, Spares Fund, amended April 2018 
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REGISTRAR'S  REPORT 

For this report Helen allowed me substantially more space. I really appreciate it because I can 
now publish a detailed overview of the Triumphs and their numbers that are currently ac-
cessed in our register. I had hoped that I will be able to report that after nearly 17 years as 
registrar,  I would have managed to record the details of 1200 cars. However, our current  
total at the time of writing ( 4 November 2017) is only  1193 cars, so we need the details of 7 
more cars in order to reach the wanted number.  

TABLE 1: TRIUMPH TR REGISTER—Below the table is a commentary.                                         

The so-called 'Sidescreen' TR's (TR2/3/3A) represent a very substantial part of the Triumph 

TR's in the register (43%) and that is most probably due to the fact that they  were assembled 

locally at Motor Assemblies from 1955 to 1961 and sold through local Standard-Triumph deal-

erships.   

The TR4, 4A and 5 models, also referred to as the Michelotti TR's, were all imported and that 

accounts for their relative scarceness (12,8 %). For the uninitiated readers, these cars were 

produced with either a complete fold down soft top, or with a fixed rear screen allowing for a 

removable metal hard top fitting between the front and rear windscreens. A small soft top, 

also fitting between the screens (Surrey top), could be used as alternative.    

The TR6 with fuel injection produced from 1969 to 1972 carried the commission number pre-

fix  'CP', while the left hand drive version equipped with Stromberg carburetors,  made for the 

North American market during the same years, used the prefix 'CC'. For the production years 

1973 to 1975 changes were made to the power calibration and trim details of fuel injected 

TR6's and these can be identified by the prefix 'CR'.  

Type Variant Variant Variant Variant Total 

TR2 Drum brakes: 47       47 

TR3 Drum brakes: 23 Disc brakes: 66     89 

TR3A   Disc brakes:  98     98 

TR4 Soft top 10 Surrey top 8 Top type unknown 3   21 

TR4A Soft top 7 Surrey top 26 Top type unknown 2   36 

TR5 Soft top 6 Surrey top 7     13 

TR6 CP series 36 CR series 29 CC Series 8 CF series 3 76 

TR7 Speke cars 11 Canley,      
comm no., 13 

Canley, VIN, 48 Solihull,  92 164 

TR8   Canley,    
comm., no. 1 

Canley, VIN, 4 Solihull,  1 6 

TOTAL         550 
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The North American equivalent (in production from 1973 to 1976) with carburetors and even 

more trim changes, used the prefix 'CF'.  

TR7's  are accessed in the register in four categories: the very first cars, all with fixed head 

coupes  with four speed gearboxes, used commission numbers only and were produced at 

Speke near Liverpool, England, from 1974 to 1977.  In 1978 production switched to Canley at 

Coventry, while cars still used commission numbers as identification. Five speed gearboxes 

became standard and the TR8 was also introduced, but for the North American market only.  

The convertible editions appeared in 1979 for the North American market and from 1980 for 

the local British market. Also in  1980 Triumph introduced a formal and very long  Vehicle 

Identification Number (VIN)  that replaced identification by means of commission numbers. 

Later in 1980, and up to October 1981, when TR7 and TR8 production ceased, cars were pro-

duced at the Rover plant in Solihull, England. All the the TR7's imported and distributed by 

Leyland South Africa from 1981 to 1982 were from Solihull and that accounts for their rela-

tively large numbers  in the SA register. 

TABLE 2: TRIUMPH SPITFIRE AND GT6 REGISTER 

The Spitfire Mk 1,2 and 3 combined account for nearly 90% 

of our entire Spitfire holdings. Because these cars were 

assembled and marketed locally (Mk1 and 2 at Motor As-

semblies from 1963 to 1967, and Mk3 at the Rover plant in 

Port Elizabeth 1968/9, in addition to assemblies by Leykor 

at Blackheath 1970/71) their overwhelming numbers are 

also reflected in the register. 

All Mk4's and 1500's are imported and relatively scarce 

locally in comparison to the earlier models. It is so ironical 

that the Spitfire 1500 that enjoyed the longest production 

span (1974 to 1980) and the largest production numbers 

(95 829) of all Spitfires, has the smallest representation in our register.  

If one looks at the total GT6 production figures  (Mk1 15 818;  Mk2 12066;  Mk3 13042) it is 

clear that locally they appear in minute numbers, probably because the few over here were 

imported privately. 

 

Type Total 

Spitfire 4 Mk 1 85 

Spitfire 4 Mk 2 59 

Spitfire Mk 3 177 

Spitfire Mk 4 27 

Spitfire 1500 10 

SPITFIRE TOTAL 358 

GT6 Mk 1 16 

GT6 Mk2 5 

GT6 Mk3 14 

GT6  TOTAL 35 

GRAND TOTAL 393 
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TABLE 3: TRIUMPH HERALD AND VITESSE REGISTER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Herald 948 and 1200 models were assembled locally while the 13/60 (1300 cc) and all 

Vitesse models were imported, hence their low numbers. 

TABLE 4: TRIUMPH SALOON CAR REGISTER 

HERALD Saloon Coupe Convertible Total 

Herald 948 cc 4 9 3 16 

Herald 1200 15 -- 5 20 

Herald 13/60 2 -- 4 6 

HERALD TOTAL 21 9 12 42 

VITESSE         

Vitesse 'Six' 1600 series -- -- 4 4 

Vitesse 2 lit Mk 1 -- -- 2 2 

Vitesse 2 lit Mk2 2 -- 2 4 

VITESSE TOTAL 2 -- 8 10 

GRAND TOTAL 25 9 20 52 

SIX CYLINDER SEDAN Manual with O/d Auto box Total 

Triumph 2000 Mk1 30 1 31 

Triumph 2000 Mk2 12 5 17 

Triumph 2500 PI 9 -- 9 

Triumph Chicane Mk1 21 13 34 

Triumph Chicane Mk2 25 16 41 

TOTAL 97 35 132 

FOUR CYLINDER SEDAN Variation Variation Total 

Mayflower     2 

Front Wheel  Drive 1300 :  1 1500:   9 10 

Dolomite 1800 Manual with O/d: 1 Sprint: 1 2 

Toledo     1 

TOTAL     15 

GRAND TOTAL     147 



 

All six cylinder saloons in the register appear to be locally assembled, while some such as the 

Chicane, have local manufacture status. As most of our readers already  know, the Chicane is 

a local South African development and the name Chicane is an indigenous motoring label.  It 

is a pity that the 2500 PI, a really fast car in its day, and equipped with the six cylinder  fuel 

injected motor, has largely disappeared from the scene and that the details of so few have 

been recorded in the register. 

All four cylinder Triumphs in the register, except the 1500 FWD, are imported units. The 1500 

FWD, built at the Rover plant in Port Elizabeth from 1968 to the early seventies, was also a 

local development. The 1300 FWD was too underpowered for the high altitude SA interior so 

the same motor that was later fitted to the Spitfire 1500,  was used locally. 

TABLE 5: TRIUMPH STAG REGISTER 

According to information in the register only 21 of the cars recorded still have their original 

Stag V8 engine. That means that nearly one third of the cars have been fitted with the Rover 

V8 (most popular conversion), Triumph Chicane (second most popular) or the Ford Essex V6 

motor. 

TABLE 6: OLD TIMERS' REGISTER 

The three Super Sevens are really special because they are the only three prewar Triumphs in 

our register. The Town and Country saloon saw production at the same time as the Roadster 

in the late forties and they share the same mechanicals, albeit on a longer wheelbase. 

I really hope that I can find the seven elusive Triumphs before I will be submitting the regis-

trar's report  at the BGM in April next year. Equally important is the fact that very many own-

ership details of listed cars are outdated because owners and club members sell their cars and 

acquire new ones without notifying the registrar of such changes. Come on guys, I am asking 

nicely this time: please assist me in updating our register regularly. Cheers vir eers     Nols 

STAG Manual with O/d Auto box Total 

Mk 1 4 3 7 

Mk 2 18 6 24 

Total 22 9 31 

Type Variation Variation Total 

Super Seven     3 

Roadster 1800:  9 2000:  6 15 

Town & Country Saloon (Razor Edge)     2 

TOTAL     20 



 

Regional Newsletter: The Triumph Herald 

Christmas Greetings from Pretoria, and I 

trust this forthcoming holiday season will 

find you relaxed and happy. I imagine 
this is what we all want, at this time of 

year. 

Pretoria Club has had a great year, with 

well attended Noggins and Runs. One of 

our highlights was undoubtedly our 

“Centenary Run”, (which included a clue find along the way.)  and we invited our 

local MG and Alfa clubs along too. The Car and driver to be over 100 years old! 

Not a difficult condition, these days! We had over 40 entries, with Harry Fairley 

taking overall winner, notching up a hundred plus years (we won’t say how many) 

and getting all of the clue find questions right. Once again proving that if you put 

your mind to it you can accomplish anything at any age. You just need the will to 

want to do it. 

Another Non Triumph event worthy of mention is the controversial  Bull Run, which 

took place at VanWyksvvlei in the Karoo. Two Triumph Chicane’s took part. One 

“Team Brexit” from Pretoria and the other one from White River in Mpumalanga. 

Both were driven down to the Karoo, competed at a ‘hellava’ pace and drove back 

home again. What a testimony to Triumph reliability! 

That leads me onto our Nationals………..no excuses please. Triumph can and have 

done it for many years in the past and will do so for many years into the future……. 

Triumphs just having FUN ! - Bill Flynn. 

REGIONAL NEWS…………………… from Pretoria 
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Web site: www.capetriumph.za.org  Regional Newsletter: The Globe 

In the light of all the political revelations and other pessimistic news ( read rugby scores ), 

when asked by Helen for our Christmas message, one is inclined to say bah, humbug – but 

then that wouldn’t be in the true spirit would it. 

Nevertheless top wish list items from members for Santa are waterless car wash and   

waterless coolant.  While this sounds trendy it’s more of a necessity down south. 

Over the past few weeks the main event in Cape Town was the motor show at Killarney 

motor racing circuit. There was a good turnout from all of the clubs, but in the midst of our 

drought – it rained! This affected public attendance and displays to a degree, but those of 

us that did attend made a good social out of it. 

Overshadowing more mundane club events is the forthcoming Century Classic Car Run 

which, as I write this, is taking place this coming weekend. This event organised by the 

Cape region of the Triumph Club, is not only our main charity event of the year, but is also 

the biggest non-static classic car event in the W. Cape. This year will be the 3rd CCCR and 

we have received good entries and support from other clubs and individuals. Naturally 

events like this take a tremendous amount of time and effort and special thanks must go 

to Tom Dougan for putting the run together.  

The idea behind the run which starts at Century City is that the car’s age plus the driver’s 

age must add up to at least 100. The event is open to 100 cars and the max distance  

travelled is 100km. Obviously some of the very old cars would battle a bit so there is a 

shorter route for the more advanced in age. There are various awards but it is noteworthy 

that last year, for the first time, the Methuselah certificate was awarded to John Brewster 

driving a 1902 Wolseley and combined age was 200! 

The event ends at Killarney with participants given the opportunity of two laps of the track 

( at parade speed! ), followed by a good lunch and prize giving. The event is sponsored by 

Webb & Sons, Century City, Killarney Racing and the Triumph Sports Car Club of Cape 

Town.  This year’s beneficiary is the Chidrens’ Hospital Trust. We should be able to give a 

good report in the next Sabrina. So, there you are – ‘bah and humbug’ out the window and 

good tidings to you all over the festive season from all of us in Cape Town.  - Graham. 

REGIONAL NEWS…………………… from Cape Town 

Some of us were on duty from 06:00. Danie & 

Gerhard’s TR3A’s 
TIM’s Tr7 
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Web site: www.tscckzn.co.za  Regional Newsletter: The Last Outpost 

Greetings to all Triumph members out there.  If I’m not in my 

Triumph, I’ll be on a bicycle!  Wishing you all a Merry Christmas 

and Festive Holidays over this December. Looking forward to 

the Nationals at  Maselspoort where no doubt we will have a 

good couple of Ales together.  Thanks for the friendship and 

Camaraderie, makes for fun times in our Club. 

Best wishes from all of us in KZN!   Dave van der Westhuizen 

REGIONAL NEWS…………………… from Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Hi Triumph Friends 

Tis the end of the year and the season is nigh!  A merry time we shall have as we go into 

our holiday season and expect hordes of tourists.  How on earth will we ever be able to 

drive our Triumphs on these manic roads! 

First and foremost in mind is the tragic loss of our old friend and member Rudi Venter 

which sent shockwaves throughout our Triumph Community countrywide for Rudi was well 

known and well-remembered with his love for music and Triumphs. 

He was often melancholy when he spoke of his love for his fellow Triumph friends and cars 

and how he missed us all, having had to move away up to Nelspruit.  RIP Rudi and we in 

KZN say thanks for all of your support and everything you did for our club. 

This year our Show day was pretty well attended.  It was held down in the Robertson Na-

ture Reserve outside Scottburgh, a beautiful spot with plenty of parking for such an occa-

sion and perfect picnic spots.  Our Clerk of the 

Course was once again David Blair who ran it like 

clockwork.  Judging was done smartly and quickly, 

the Braai Fires were lit and we all sat under the 

beautiful big trees and enjoyed our surroundings. 

Shirley Lambiris brought her Spitfire in a few pieces, 

a tyre, a seat and a piece of carpeting to be 

judged.  She most certainly took prime position 

(meaning no 1 in the line up parking), not no 1, best 

car judged.  No doubt her efforts will be recognised!! 

http://www.capetriumph.za.org


 

All in all, most cars were in excellent condition, no doubt prize giving will tell us all when 

handed out at this Sunday’s Prize Giving Event.  

Our last run was organised by Phillip and Shirley Haarhof and it was a local run from Pi-

netown up Fields Hill to Kloof, through the Kloof Gorge to Waterfall, along Inanda Highway 

to Hillcrest and out along Kassier road to a delightful nursery restaurant called Bona Ter-

ra.  Bona Terra has proven to be a very popular place, especially on weekends so parking 

was at a premium but somehow we managed to get all cars parked somewhere in the 

large parking lot and into the restaurant to enjoy a beautifully  

presented and tasteful breakfast with an almost non-stop flow of coffee.  The venue is a 

treat for the eyes, the menu is excellent and some of our members have since been back 

for another treat.  This run was one of those that people did not really want to leave in a 

hurry.  A highly recommended place for breakfasts, light lunches and teas.  The surrounds 

are beautiful and green and there are a couple of interesting second hand furniture stores 

to browse. 

Our membership still sitting at 99 with 67 cars in our fold and hopefully next year we may 

be able to encourage a few younger members to get interested in Classic Cars and the 

value in keeping them on the road.   

I also have news from Mervyn and Marie Cronje.  They wish all of their Triumph Friends 

best wishes for the Festive Season and they would give anything to be able to attend the 

Nationals in Maselspoort.  Sadly, Mervyn’s eyesight and health is beginning to let him 

down a little recently, but their memories over the years of all the wonderful times they 

had in the club keeps them going. 

Merry Christmas Everyone! Keep Safe and Happy. 

Deborah van der Westhuizen, Editor  - The Last Outpost, and Committee member 

The year is almost at its end and I am sure everyone is looking forward to Christmas and 

the holidays that go with it, being with family and friends.  Possibly spending a few days at 

the coast (if you don’t live there, as most members do!)  My family and I are off to Morgan 

Bay for ten days, and I can’t wait... 

We just held our Triumph Club year-end get together, braaing at a farm just outside of 

town. Three Triumphs in total, and 13 members.  Went off without incident except for a flat 

tire on Hennie’s TR6. With so many hands to help, it was like a formula 1 pitstop! 

We have a prospective member who recently inherited a TR4, let’s see what happens. 

From us in Bloem, we wish you all a very blessed Christmas 

and a year filled with health & happiness… 

If not before, see you at Nationals. Regards,  Alan  

REGIONAL NEWS…………………… from Kwa-Zulu Natal 

REGIONAL NEWS…………………… Bloemfontein 
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Gone but not forgotten 

Obituary : Ken Boss 

Many in the Club will remember Ken Boss of the Cape Town centre. Sadly, Ken passed 

away on Tuesday 24 October 2017. 

Ken was for decades the dedicated Editor of our Club journal, Sabrina, and under his 

hands it was always filled with interesting articles and facts. A devoted petrolhead, he 

owned and restored many TR’s, Triumph saloons and was something of a “fundi” on the 

cantankerous Lucas petrol injections system. Some of Ken’s cars are still owned by Club 

members but the one that is most synonymous with Ken is the black TR7 Spider that is 

now owned by Jon Rademan in PE.  Ken had bought and restored the car because it had 

fuel injection and drove it for many years before discovering that it was a rare TR7 Spider. 

It was again stripped and fully restored and there are some period articles that detailed 

his painstaking research to restore its authenticity     

Ken finally had enough of TR’s and became an avid biker. Tragically he was knocked off 

his motorcycle in an accident, was admitted to hospital in a serious condition and died in 

the ICU. 

The club sends its condolences to his wife Liz, daughter Nicky and the rest of his family. 

Ken had lived a full and active life and will be missed.  Dennis Cook 

Obituary: Rudi Venter 

It is with great sadness that I received the news of Rudi Venter's unexpected and tragic 

passing on Wednesday,  25 October 2017. Rudi was one of those very special club mem-

bers who left deep and unforgettable footprints in the 29 years from the time that he 

joined until his death. 

Rudi joined the Pretoria Triumph Sports Car Club in 1989  as a very enthusiastic club 

member. His motto was: 'what can I do for the club' rather than 'what can the club do for 

me'. Rudi stood by his motto and was responsible for very many beneficial  legacies  in the 

Pretoria Club: from the windscreen stickers with club badge to the membership cards still 

being used. Rudi was also responsible for printing very colourful  club newsletters and 

brochures, mentioning  only a few. I shall never forget the huge sponsorship Rudi ar-

ranged with Nashua that helped us a great deal to stage the Triumph Grand Anniversary 

Gathering at Swartkop Air Force Base in 1998 in commemoration of Triumph's 75th anni-

versary. No less than 253 Triumphs were assembled on this occasion, the largest ever in 

South Africa. 

By 1999 Rudi relocated to Wellington in the Western Cape. Rudi remained a country 

member of the PTSCC but also joined the Cape Town centre for a relatively short while. At 

this time Rudi was responsible for some very nice regalia items, including  the very special 

navy sweater with the display of Triumphs printed on the backside. 

Rudi  moved to Durban by 2003 and became a very enthusiastic and dedicated  22 



 

member of the KZN Centre. I know that Rudi was involved in club organisation and in the 

2004 national gathering at Port Edward in particular. It soon became clear that he also 

applied his motto without reserve in the KZN Triumph arena. 

Rudi attended no less than seven national gatherings where he often treated fellow club 

members to his prowess on his 'bekfluitjie' (harmonica) that will now unfortunately be si-

lent at future events. Rudi also owned a number of Triumphs ranging from his Maroon 

Chicane to the 'Groen Mamba', his beloved  green TR3A while in Pretoria, to a red TR6 and 

a  white TR4A during the Wellington years. Two TR7 convertibles, a red TR3, and a beige 

TR4A during the KZN era, were part of the picture. His very last red TR7 accompanied him 

to Nelspruit in 2014 because of a new job opportunity in the Lowveld.  At this occasion he 

joined the Pretoria Centre again and remained a member when he settled in Wellington 

for a second and final time in 2016. 

I shall always remember Rudi as the soft spoken and very dear friend and gentleman with 

a warm personality who easily made friends wherever he went. Despite great difficulties 

that often came his way Rudi always remained optimistic, and only  a few days before his 

passing, told me that he shall own a Triumph again and that he shall accompany us to 

Maselspoort in 2018. He was right, he will most definitely accompany us, but this time he 

will go there in the hearts of his friends for whom he became an unforgettable legend. 

Rest in peace  old friend! 

Nols Pienaar 

Gone but not forgotten 

Rudi and the Canley Twins 

Rudi at the Nationals 2002 Storms River 23 



 

TRIUMPH TRADING 

John Williams from the Border centre wishes to sell his TR7: 

1982 Triumph TR 7  Won gold medal at the last Nationals R 85000.00 O.N.C.O.  

John Williams Cell No. 0833205218—the car is in East London. 

Nick Jones (Knysna) wishes to sell a new Hi Torq starter motor for  TR engine with 
bolt on ring Gear (late engine) For some reason my TR has on old style ring gear  
also a new Clutch OEM slave cylinder for a TR5/6. 

 Contact :Nick jirontorq@aol.com 

something to sell:   5 x 60 Spoke  Wire Wheels, splined hubs and Knockons all in good 

condition R8000.00 Phone Gavin   0833257647.    (East London) 
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